Aquafilm® for a safe and healthy medical environment

In medical environments,
health
and
safety
is
paramount.
Whether handling linen,
clothing or instruments,
it is vital to eliminate the
risk of cross infection to
staff and patients.
The Aquafilm range of
products help meet Duty
of Care Guidelines HSG (95)
18 by ensuring the safe
isolation,
transportation
and disinfection of foul
and infected linen.
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Aquafilm Soluble Laundry
Bags are totally soluble and
biodegradable. Contaminated
linen is placed in the bag; the
bag is then sealed with its
cold water soluble pink tie
ready for transfer to the
laundry, where it is placed
unopened into the washer.

The Aquafilm Plus range
features the same properties
as the standard Aquafilm bag
with the added feature of a
higher resistance to moisture
and dampness, ideal for those
hospital areas which have
much wetter linen to deal
with.

As the wash progresses, the
laundry bag disperses into
solution.

Aquafilm Soluble Laundry
Bags are hot water soluble
and suitable for washes at
65ºC and above.

They are not suitable for
use in domestic washing
machines.
Bags are supplied on a roll of
25, in a polythene re-sealable
dispenser.
Each box contains 4 packs
of 25 printed in 5 languages:
English, Japanese, Spanish,
Italian and French.

Aquafilm Soluble Laundry Bags

PRODUCT CODES
CLEAR BAGS

SIZE

660mm x 840mm

PLAIN

PRINTED

PLAIN

LH001

LH042

LH020

(MVF501)

711mm x 990mm

914mm x 990mm

‘Infected Linen Only’

(MVF056)

LH005

LH002

N/A

(MVF042)

(MVF059)
‘Infected Linen Only’

LH065

LH021

(MVF024)

(MVF025)
‘Aquafilm Water Soluble’

Aquafilm Plus

SIZE
660mm x 840mm

PRODUCT CODES
CLEAR BAG
RED BAG
LP032
LP040
(MVF066)

Printed ‘Aquafilm Plus’

660mm x 840mm

N/A

LP045

Printed ‘Foul and Infected
Linen Only’

711mm x 990mm

LP039

Printed ‘Aquafilm Plus’

LP042
(MVF063)

*MVF CODES ARE NHS PRODUCT CODES
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RED BAGS
PRINTED
LH004
‘Foul and Infected Linen Only’

LH006
(MVF060)
‘Aquafilm Water Soluble’

The Aquafilm Dissolvo Sack is
a soluble membrane laundry
bag, with added protection of
an overlapped slit protecting
the soluble membrane from
contact with damp linen
inside the bag.
The filled Dissolvo Sack is
placed sealed into the
washing machine.
During the initial wash the
soluble membrane dissolves
along with the tie tape,

releasing the contents of
the bag for processing.
At the end of the wash cycle
the linen is removed for
drying and the Dissolvo Sack –
now a clean, disinfected sheet
of film
– is removed
and discarded.
The Dissolvo Sack is ideal
for nursing and residential
homes, and suitable for hot
and cold washes.

Self Closing Sack Stand also available.
Dissolvo Sack

SIZE
711mm x 760mm
711mm x 990mm

CLEAR BAG
DS006
DS018 (MVF009)

PRODUCT CODES
RED BAG
WHITE BAG
DS002
DS008
DS014 (MVF004) DS020 (MVF006)

*MVF CODES ARE NHS PRODUCTS CODES
Standard printed warning notices are also available
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GREEN BAG
DS004
DS012 (MVF008)

The Patients Clothing Bag is a
soluble membrane laundry
bag ideal for containing
clothing destined for home
washing or single garment
laundering in hospitals.

Clothing is placed into the
bag and the bag sealed
with the attached pink tie
tape, this eliminating any
unnecessary handling of
soiled or infected garments
and reducing any unpleasant
odours.
Suitable for both hot and cold
washes, the Patient Clothing
Bag is placed unopened into
the washing machine. During
the initial wash cycle the
soluble membrane and the tie
tape dissolve releasing the
contents of the bag for
washing. Once the wash cycle
is complete the Patients
Clothing Bag is removed
and discarded.
The Patients Clothing Bag
is white in colour with an
orange strip, designed to
conform to HSG (95) 18, with
easy to follow instructions
for use printed on each bag.
Bags are available in compact
dispenser boxes of 100 bags.

Patients Clothing Bag

SIZE

PRODUCT CODE

406mm x 559mm

DS200
(MVF010)

*MVF CODES ARE NHS PRODUCTS CODES
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MonoSol has manufactured film products based on
water soluble polymers since its founding in 1953.
As the world’s leader in water soluble film, MonoSol
has the capability to offer both extruded and
solution cast production methods offering the most
advanced range of films available.
Product ranges include specialist films designed
for innovative packaging solutions, composite
applications, sheet goods fabrication, as well as
infection control purposes and embroidery. MonoSol
continuously strives to provide customers with
superior service and products while continuously
developing and improving film formulations to offer
customers the very best in water soluble films.
Today the MonoSol group comprises MonoSol LLC
and MonoSol AF Ltd. The manufacturing facilities
are located respectively in Portage, Indiana, USA
and in Worcestershire, UK.

MonoSol, LLC
1701 County Line Road, Portage, Indiana 46368 USA
Tel: +1 (219) 762 3165 Fax: +1 (219) 763 4477
MonoSol AF, Ltd
Unit 313 Oak Drive, Hartlebury Trading Estate,
Hartlebury, Worcs. DY10 4JB UK
Tel: +44 (0)1299 251335 Fax: +44 (0)1299 251601
e-mail: film@monosol.com www.monosol.com

